
in collaboration with architect Christine Muller

Botanica
nomadic lamps by





Nature and Geometry
It’s the story of an artist who 
expresses herself through 
the visual poetry of leaves 
and flowers and a minimalist 
architect with an aesthetic for 
mathematical geometry. 

Two women collaborate to 
express their creativity in a 
synergistic dance to light up 
your world and empower you 
through beauty. 
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Kathy Stover
Artist and textile designer,
Cape Town - Aspen (Colorado)

Silver Oak Blanket

A Botanically Dyed Wardrobe Luxe Butterfly Kimono

Down Puffy Scarf

Luxe Long Kimono

https://capejade.com         cape_jade

Prayer Shawl

Pocket Squares

Blue Halter Dress



Christine Muller
Architect and urban planner, 
Luxembourg - Cape Town
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All creative processes stem from seeds planted in the heart. Fascinated by the 
beauty of Kathy’s botanical prints, Christine continues by imagining variations, 
adding her own form of visual poetry to the work.

Architects know that there are rules behind harmony 
and beauty. The golden ratio is a simple and ancient 
way to adjust and optimize proportions.

https://www.deweymuller.com



We are here to kindle your 
nomadic spirit and support your 
discovery that the essence of 
home is always with you.

Bringing harmony and balance 
into your spaces, Botanica 
reminds us that we ARE nature.

We ARE nature





Botanica
Each lamp is botanically inspired, 
light weight and portable. 
A combination of (s)low-tech, 
using ancient dyeing techniques 
and high-tech, using smart lights 
and laser-cutting technology for 
the structure.

The structure is cut out from HDF-boards of 3mm. 
HDF is a wood-composite made from wood-scraps.
The files for the structure are sent to the lab and the 
pieces are ready within few hours.

Like in nature, there is an endless possibility of patterns, colours, 
geometric and botanical shapes. Each Botanica is a one-of-a-kind 
piece. 



Feel at home everywhere!
Always carry your Botanica with you.

Nomadic Beauty

Laser cut with precision : the cut outs are made for 
durability from HDF (high density fiber).

Botanica is composed of six panels that are easily assembled. No glue or 
screws needed. Assembly is both quick and intuitive.



Smart light

Dimensions :
Diameter : 10 cm
Height : 19,5 cm
Weight : 0,85 kg

Disclaimer : Botanica 
lamps can only be 
used with a LED light 
source. They are not 
suitable for candles 
and burners.

Download 
Tuya Smart :

The smart light has been specially 
developed for Botanica by minusines.lu.
You only need an adapter for the USB-
plug. With a power-bank Botanica can 
also be used autonomously.





Illumine your spaces
Our Botanica lamps 
will illumine your spaces and 
invite the balance of organic 
ease, reflection and relaxation 
wherever you go. 



Price (shipping included)

Like the nature they are made from, each Botanica 
lamp is unique. Every lamp is individually hand-
crafted and no two panels are ever the same. 

All plants used in her eco-prints have been foraged 
from where Kathy lives in Cape Town and dyed 
by hand using botanical dyes. Working with the 
seasons, the plants and colors vary.

We believe that beauty takes time to fully 
emerge. Combining ancient wisdom with modern 
technology, Botanica will delight your senses and 
sensibility. 

https://capejade.comBotanica :    298€ 
Smart light : 40€

Botanica is entirely 
produced in Cape 
Town.

The panels of 
Botanica are made 
of botannically dyed 
stretch silk-sheets of 
ca 1,00m/2,00m and 
are invisibly fixed to 
the rigid HDF frames.

The components 
of Botanica fit in a 
carboard envelope 
and will reach you 
within few days.

Unfold and mounted, 
Botanica has following 
dimensions : 
Height : 32 cm
Width : 17,4 cm
Depth : 17,4 cm 
Weight : 250 g

Details

Order


